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Glossary – AMP6: The Regulatory and Compliance Environment 
 

Term Definition 
AIC See Appraisal Institute of Canada 

B-20 See Guideline B-20  

B-21 See Guideline B-21 

ERM See Enterprise Risk Management  

MBRCC See Mortgage Broker Regulators’ Council of Canada 

MICs See Mortgage Investment Corporations 

OSFI See Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada 

PIPEDA See Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act 

PBR See Principles-Based Regulation 

Act An act is legislation passed by Parliament or provincial legislatures.  Acts, as opposed 
to Regulations, are left general to allow for flexibility for the Chief Regulator.   

Air Loans Air Loans, a Fraud for Profit scheme,  involve an application for a mortgage on a 
property that does not exist. The key to identifying an Air Loan is the comparison 
between what is purported to be there and what is actually there, or “the failure of 
the Land to contain a single family residence.” 

Appraisal Fraud Appraisal Fraud, a Fraud for Profit scheme, is the fraudulent inflating of a property’s 
value by a dishonest real estate appraiser providing an inaccurate valuation report to 
the lender, or a criminal group deliberately manipulating computerized real estate 
appraisal systems. Appraisal Fraud frequently plays a role in other Fraud for Profit 
schemes, such as Illegal Property Flipping and Air Loans. 
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Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC) The Appraisal Institute of Canada is a real property valuation association with members 
across Canada and around the world. The AIC works collaboratively with its 10 
provincial affiliated associations to grant the distinguished Accredited Appraiser 
Canadian Institute (AACI™) and Canadian Residential Appraiser (CRA™) designations.  

Basel III Accord The Basel III Accord, created by the Basel Committee in response to the financial crisis, 
sets new global standards to improve supervision, regulation, and risk management of 
the banking sector (details on some components are still being finalized). 

Compliance Compliance is the adherence to the laws, regulations, codes of conduct, and best 
practices that govern an industry (the “rules”). 

Compliance Risk Compliance risk is the risk of legal or regulatory sanctions, financial and/or reputational 
loss that may result due to failure to comply with the rules.  

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Enterprise risk management is a systematic, comprehensive, and ongoing approach to 
identifying and managing all types of risks on an organization-wide basis.   

Finance Companies Finance companies are active in mortgage lending, and fall under the provincial 
mortgage broker/real estate acts. 

Financial Services Companies Financial services companies offer a wide range of financial products including 
mortgages, and are regulated under the provincial real estate/mortgage broker acts in 
each jurisdiction in which they operate. 

Fraud for Profit Fraud for Profit schemes, one of three types of fraud, may involve one or more 
individuals connected with a mortgage transaction. The common goal of these 
individual is to make money. Examples of Fraud for Profit include Appraisal Fraud, 
Illegal Property Flipping, Air Loans, and Title Fraud. 

Fraud for Shelter Fraud for Shelter, one of three types of fraud, is committed by individual borrowers 
who intend to live in the property as homeowners. However, these individuals falsify 
their personal or financial information to obtain a larger mortgage than they can afford.  

Fraud to Further Other Criminal 
Activity 

Fraud to Further Other Criminal Activity, one of three types of fraud, is sometimes 
used to facilitate other criminal activities such as marijuana grow operations, 
clandestine drug laboratories, and money laundering. 
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Guideline B-20 Guideline B-20, Residential Mortgage Underwriting Practices and Procedure, was 
created and released by OSFI in June 2012 to set out the expectations for prudent 
residential mortgage underwriting. 

Guideline B-21 Guideline B-21, Residential Mortgage Insurance Underwriting Practices and 
Procedures, was created and released by OSFI in June 2014 to set out the 
expectations for prudent residential mortgage insurance underwriting. 

Illegal Property Flipping Illegal Property Flipping, a Fraud for Profit scheme, involves repeatedly and fraudulently 
selling a property between colluding individuals at an artificially-inflated price. 

Money Laundering Money laundering, a Fraud to Further Other Criminal Activity scheme, is the process 
of concealing the source of illegally obtained money, or attempting to make the 
money appear legal.  

Monoline Mortgage Lenders Monoline mortgage lenders typically fund mortgages through the mortgage broker 
channel (as opposed to direct-to-consumer). They are not subject to the Bank Act, but 
regulated under provincial real estate/mortgage broker acts and often require a 
licence to carry on lending activities or administer mortgages. 

Mortgage Broker Regulators’ Council 
of Canada (MBRCC) 

The Mortgage Broker Regulators’ Council of Canada is comprised of provincial 
mortgage broker regulators across Canada responsible for administering mortgage 
broker legislation and regulating the industry in their respective jurisdictions. 

Mortgage Fraud Mortgage fraud is the deliberate use of misstatements, misrepresentations, or 
omissions to fund, purchase, or secure a mortgage that would not have been granted 
had accurate information been provided. 

Mortgage Investment Corporations 
(MICs) 

Mortgage Investment Corporations lend investors’ money for mortgage financing and 
distributes the dividends to its shareholders (the investors). A MIC is an investment 
that allows investors pool their money for investment into mortgages.  They operate 
regionally and are regulated under provincial legislation.  Depending on the business 
model, MICs may be regulated under mortgage brokerage regulation and/or 
securities regulation, or may be exempt from certain regulatory requirements.   

Office of the Superintendent of 
Financial Institutions Canada (OSFI) 

The Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada supervises and 
regulates all federally incorporated deposit-taking institutions (e.g. banks, life 
insurance companies, property and casualty insurance companies, and federally-
regulated private pension plans).   
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Personal Information Protection and 
Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) 

The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) is federal 
legislation that sets out regulations for private sector organizations that collect and 
electronically transmit personal information about individuals. 

Principles-Based Regulation (PBR) Principles-based regulation is the overall regulatory approach used in most of the 
provincial mortgage brokerage Acts. PBR focuses on conveying major underlying 
principles (e.g., consumer protection) that should drive specific outcomes (e.g., 
suitable mortgage recommendations for borrowers). 

Regulations Regulations are made by the persons/bodies to whom Parliament or provincial 
legislature has delegated authority (i.e. the Chief Regulator), and provide information 
on what is required to comply with the related Act. 

Reputational Risk Reputational risk is the chance of loss of trust in a company and negative public 
opinion.   

Risk Risk is the possibility of an event occurring that is beyond the control of those 
affected; the likelihood or chance of an event occurring, subject to certainty and 
uncertainty, and having consequences. 

Risk Management Risk management entails identifying, prioritizing, and managing the different types of 
risk, including the risk of non-compliance with the rules.   

Straw Buyer A straw buyer is an individual who makes a purchase on behalf of another person, 
and who has no intention of either using or controlling the purchased real estate 
property. Once the property is purchased, the fraudster who convinced the straw 
buyer to participate in the scheme typically absconds with the proceeds of the 
mortgage, leaving the straw buyer responsible for the mortgage payments. Straw 
buyers are often paid in cash for lending their names and good credit ratings. 

Title (or Title Search) Title or title search is a common term stated and explained in the Purchase/Sale 
Agreement. This term allows the buyer to search and examine the property’s title at 
the buyer’s expense. 

Title Fraud Title Fraud involves the fraudulent transfer of property. The fraudster assumes the 
legitimate owner’s identity to fraudulently sell or mortgage the property based on the 
existing owner’s credit rating. The fraudster then absconds with the stolen funds. 
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